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Abstract
Please insert here a short abstract, one single paragraph with a few sentences, that describes what your article is about, what you want to demonstrate and why you are taking people's time to read your very valuable essay. This template serves for showing the elements that go in your writing, as well as a short and simple style reference for writers. And of course we would like you to start writing from here. Please read through, it is not only dummy text.
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Thank you for downloading this IFOSS Law Rev. Template. We have put a certain amount of care to simplify and streamline the use of it, and would appreciate if you could follow these simple guidelines. It is a wise idea if you keep an intact copy of this template as a reference, because it provides some useful snippets that you can employ at a later stage.
It is also a wise idea to start writing out an empty template. If you are more comfortable writing with anything else, please bear in mind that your writing should end up here, so you will have to remove any style information or so and risk that your very fancy stuff is lost in translation. Also, any deviation from the use of plain styles as provided herewith, could cause additional work in copyediting (that is, removing all you have done and doing another round of revisions) the article and consequent delays could force us to put your contribution off-issue and not published.
As for citations, we do not require a particular style – as long as you give full and exact credit  to your source – apart from citations of works appearing in this Review and all academics writings, where you must follow the citation style Harvard style established by Volume1, Issue 1. See footnoted example. Repeated citations should make use of space-saving conventions, e.g. 'Smith, J (2003) ibid., at p374.' All citations containing URLs should be made into active links in OpenOffice.org, verifying that the link does indeed work. Any references to academic articles MUST include the article's DOI number if one is available, with an embedded link to the DOI resolver address for that article, e.g. http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1422-2213.2006.00306.x (if unsure of how to do this, just provide it like this: [link: http://dx.doi.org/...]. 
We follow the British English conventions and spelling, as much possible, therefore you are required to consider them as a general reference. For instance, footnote references are usually placed after punctuation, not before. We would appreciate consistency, so if you use a double space after a period, keep it along the entire article. Also – when parenthetical expressions are included – use an n-dash, as in this period, with spaces before and after the n-dash, but in a case when you end you the period with the parenthetical expression – like this. Note the difference between dash (-) and n-dash (–), and m-dash (―). 
In order to keep an ordered structure, you will want to use some kind of headings. We believe that for the sake of this kind of essays, two levels are appropriate and therefore you will find here below the relevant examples.
Major Section Heading
This is for the main sections of the article. If you need a secondary heading in your text, we would suggest to use the following header. Should you require a further sub-heading, please consider first if it is at all necessary, and if so please use a single line “article text” paragraph and somehow mark it as requiring a further style. Please note that this is discouraged.
Minor section heading – this is quite a long one
A note of caution: please avoid as much as possible to change any of the formats of paragraphs, like indents, spacing, alignment, fonts, colour, and to insert blank paragraphs, as this will be mercilessly reverted to standard. Just write your stuff, in plain style. Only italics and bold are allowed, with a preference for italics, to emphasize parts of the writing. Please avoid applying so to an entire paragraph.
You could also use:
	numbered lists, so that you can make an ordered list of points you want to mention, making sure that they are correctly indented an aligned, like this one, which is always justified;
	and this one too;
	you make sure you use “Article numbered list” style;
	and, being this a list, you will use a semicolon as punctuation;

and then resume your writing, reverting to Article text style. Or you perhaps want to use a
bulletted list, so that you can make an unordered list of points you want to mention, making sure that they are correctly indented an aligned, like this one;
for this you would want to use “Article bulletted list” style.
And again, revert to Article text style to continue the paragraph or, as here, start a new one.
A major section containing an indented blockquote, a figure, a table
Quotes that you deem deserve to be emphasized and are longer than a few words, can be made using the “Indented blockquote” style. Here is the lengthy quotation:
“Phasellus tristique, tellus vitae euismod blandit, tellus metus semper ante, sit amet rhoncus augue odio nec risus. Integer ultricies lectus id augue. Vestibulum non justo eu lacus varius gravida. Donec est ipsum, porttitor eu, semper vel, rhoncus eget, mi. Morbi ultricies porttitor tellus. Aliquam in arcu a sapien porta mattis. In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Pellentesque varius semper dolor.”
Other elements you might want to insert in an article are objects like an image, please use the following one, cutting and pasting it from the original template as many times as required. The numbering should flow naturally, please only modify the image (removing the mock one) and inserting a new one, as well as the description.
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Fig. 1: Frequency of Rick Astley's planned activities
Tables should be used sparingly, but in case please use this template (cutting and pasting it, preferably together with the caption):
This is a Table's column heading (repeats in all pages if table spawns across them)
It is not necessary to have one
You can insert more rows and columns or use a single-column table. You can also reduce or increase the width of the table, as long as it remains centered in the page. 
Do not do other changes, because they could mess up badly
Please remember always to put a caption. The description the caption can be inserted in the first field of the dialogue that in Openoffice.org is available through right-clicking – caption.
him mean that one of many law officers in town was on to him and just waiting to pounce and snap those cuffs on his wrists? He nervously looked all around. Suddenly he saw the alley. Like lightning he darted off to the left and disappeared between the two warehouses almost falling over the trash can lying in the middlhis clothes. Suddenly next to him, with a barel
y noticeable squeak, a door swung quietly to and fro in the night's breeze. Could this be the haven he'd prayed for? Slowly he slid toward the door, pressing himself more and more into the wall, into the dark, away from his enemy. Would this door save his hide?
Table 1: Example of a table
Conclusion
If not elsewhere, the conclusion part of your article is where you would invariably use a major section heading. Please always include a conclusion section, where you summarize the article or provide some take-home points to the reader. This and the abstract are possibly the first – sometimes the only – parts of your writing to be read-
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